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Abstract. The directional properties of bat ears as receivers is a current area of interest in ultrasound research. This paper presents a new approach to analyse the relationship between morphological features and acoustical properties of the external ear of bat species. The beam pattern of *Rousettus leschenaultii*’s right ear is measured and compared to that of receiver structures whose design is inspired by the bat ear itself and made of appropriate geometric shapes. The regular shape of these receivers makes it possible to control the key reception parameters and thus to understand the effect on the associated beam pattern of the parameters themselves. Measurements show one receiver structure has a beam pattern very similar to that of *R. leschenaultii*’s ear, thus explaining the function of individual parts constituting its ear. As it is applicable to all bat species, this approach can provide a useful tool to investigate acoustics in bats, and possibly other mammals.
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1. Introduction

The acoustical properties of the ears play a fundamental role in bat echolocation. Bat species performing echolocation have evolved a huge variety of ear shapes and sizes whose external structure, features and dimensions depend on the task, as well as several parameters [1] such as the frequency range the bat uses to echolocate. The complex shapes of the external ears in bats are known to support target localization [2, 3, 4] and beam formation [5, 6]. A common feature of bat receivers is directionality; indeed, depending on the frequency range, the size of receiver narrows the acoustic beam pattern (the bigger the ear size the lower the frequency of the bat signals necessary to achieve this purpose), this characteristic being addressed as a morphological adaptability [7]. Directionality of the bat ear beam pattern means a lobe is dominant and therefore it constitutes its main feature, as it allows the bat to discriminate between different directions.

Being able to understand and then to replicate acoustical properties as close as possible to those the bats exhibit is therefore crucial not only for biological research but also in the attempt to engineer biomimetic sonar systems which are inspired by bat echolocation. To this extent, this research into bat acoustics has a twofold aim: providing insight into the acoustics of bats and the functionality of their receiver morphology, and implementing the principles on an artificial sonar system.

Biomimetic sonar systems are equipped with an emitter and two receivers to resemble bat mouth and ears, and measure time of flight between emission and reception of the ultrasonic signal and/or spectral information from the target to recover the distance and bearing of the target. In [8], both time and spectral information are combined to locate a target and estimate its distance from the receivers: a time-frequency representation similar to that in the bat cochlea is used. Biomimetic sonar systems are also engineered to recognise objects using echo processing inspired by the mammalian auditory system [9]. Spectral information can be used alone in a bat inspired method to estimate target elevation [10].

The complex structure of bat ears is associated with directional beam patterns. Acoustic simulations and measurements of beam patterns associated with bat ears have previously been carried out [11, 12, 13]. The accuracy bat species demonstrate in locating targets has encouraged the engineering of artificial biomimetic receivers for sonar systems attempting to reproduce echolocation [14, 15]. Research on a mathematical characterisation of the variety of bat ears has also been conducted [16]: bat ears are generated by a linear combination of “eigenears” recovered from averaging of a large number of ears from different bat species. Measurements to understand the role of the tragus have been performed [17], as well as flexible receivers developed to analyse the effect of ear deformations on the associated beam pattern [18].

The right external ear of the bat *Rousettus leschenaultii* is considered in this paper, and the features that make this bat ear so directional are investigated over a particular range of frequencies. The *R. leschenaultii* echolocates using series of broadband clicks.
with most of the energy concentrated in the range $[20, 32]$ kHz [19]. The signal duration of the *Rousettus Aegyptiacus* bat belonging to the same order as *R. leschenaultii* have been measured to be more than 50 ms [20]. *R. leschenaultii*’s external receiver, whose three dimensional replication is illustrated in Fig. 1 A, is the inspiration to design and build a receiver structure exhibiting a beam pattern having the same directional features within the same frequency range.

To investigate which morphological features of this receiver affect its beam pattern significantly, a biomimetic receiver structure as shown in Fig. 1 B was designed. This receiver structure is composed of geometrical shapes which allow control of different parts of the receiver itself and their modifications. Thus it is possible to “model” the beam pattern associated with it in order to recover a beam pattern with the same directional properties as *R. leschenaultii*. The geometric receiver structure is 22 mm high, 13 mm wide and has a lower aperture of 3 mm. It comprises two truncated cones: the lower one has a linear flare rate while the upper one is parabolic and has a truncation of $10^\circ$ orientation with respect to the vertical plane.

*R. leschenaultii*’s ear is the inspiration for the design of a receiver structure made of known geometries. The control of constituent parts thus makes it possible to modify the corresponding beam pattern accordingly, and therefore to understand the functionality of the parts comprising the bat ear itself. Such a strategy is drawn from being inspired by nature which does not mean simply copying natural systems’ working principle or design. Investigation of the natural world should provide us with models and techniques that can lead to novel approaches and technologies.

The modification of known geometries of the template of Fig. 1 B generates further receiver shapes whose acoustical beam patterns are measured and analysed in this paper. Parameters that are modified are: tragus, perimeter shape (circular and elliptical) and perimeter size. Understanding the role these parameters have in the beam pattern corresponding to the final receiver structure will help in analysing the acoustical properties of *R. leschenaultii* bat ear regarding echolocation purposes. This strategy is of course extendable to other bat species for the same reason. Such a strategy has two main purposes:

(i) understanding the role of different parts constituting the external receiver of a bat specie in order to get more insight into bat acoustics and
(ii) improving the design of biomimetic receiver structures.

There are similar works investigating the acoustic features of bats’ external receivers [11, 12, 13]. Even so, in this paper the investigation is performed through measuring the beam pattern associate with the ear of a bat specie and comparing it to the beam pattern of appropriately designed and built receiver structures. Therefore, the measurement of the directivity of a bat’s external receiver is only the starting point of this work as the shaping of geometric receivers is gradually performed by adding/removing parts and changing their structure in order to replicate an acoustic field similar to that of the bat ear.
Furthermore, these measurements were performed using a robotic arm which was deployed to this task for the first time. The accuracy of this robot along with the short execution time to complete the task ensure reproducibility of the experiments described in the following.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the procedure of designing and building the receiver structures; Section 3 describes the experiments of measuring the beam pattern of these receivers, whose results are in Section 4. These results are discussed and commented in Section 5, while final conclusions on the utility and applicability of such a strategy and choice of the best bioinspired receiver are drawn in Section 6.

2. Receiver Shapes

Fig. 1 A shows a 3D rendering of the bat ear recovered from micro CT scanning while Fig. 1 B is the basic template designed from observations of bat ear features. *R. leschenaultii*’s ear is composed of a lower part which widens almost linearly, a small tragus, and an upper pinna with a parabolic flare rate as it closes. These features suggest the structure of the template of Fig. 1 B whose lower part is modelled as a cone with linear flare rate, while its upper part has a parabolic flare rate.

The 3D printing facility at the University of Strathclyde was used to produce the receiver shapes from STL files.

2.1. Design

A 3D printed version of the *R. leschenaultii* right ear from micro-CT scanning is shown in Fig. 1 A. This bat ear measures 20 mm in height, 19 mm in its widest point and a maximum of 7.5 mm in depth, while the aperture at the bottom is approximately 3 mm by 2 mm. *R. leschenaultii* uses echolocation signals with most of the acoustic energy concentrated in the range [20, 32] kHz.

To understand how the features in this bat ear make the acoustic field so directional within [20, 32] kHz, a geometric model was created in order to analyse its acoustic behaviour under different conditions defined by combinations of those features. The receiver model in Fig. 1 B allows us to analyse these situations by adding parts to it or modifying its structure. This receiver has a height of 27 mm and, being circular, a width and depth of 20 mm. The circular opening at the bottom of the structure has a diameter of 3 mm, and the thickness of the structure is 0.2 mm. The template is a combination of two truncated cones: the lower one has a linear flare while the upper one has a parabolic flare and is obliquely truncated with an angle of 10° with respect to the vertical plane to resemble the upper opening of *R. leschenaultii*’s right ear. The lower cone of the template is intended to geometrically model the lower part of the bat ear.

Adding parts and changing the shape of the template of Fig. 1 B makes it possible
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Figure 1. Bat ear (A) is resembled by the structure (B) consisting of two truncated cones joined together and with an opening in the upper part.

to define other receiver shapes which are shown in Fig. 2. Template 1 in Fig. 2 can be equipped with a lower lip to reduce the upper opening thus giving template 2, and with a flat structure in front of the upper opening to model a tragus (templates 3 and 4). The cone shape can be set to be ellipsoidal instead of circular to resemble more closely the structure of the bat ear (templates 5 and 6, the latter with a tragus). Finally, templates 7 and 8 are obtained by reducing the size of templates 5 and 6, respectively. Each of these modifications were performed singularly and also combined together in order to study the effect they have on the resulting beam pattern of the receiver. All templates were designed using SolidWorks and saved as STL files to be 3D printed.

Fig. 3 illustrates the 3D printed structures of the templates indicated with numbers 4, 5 and 7 in Fig. 2 along with the printed version of R. leschenaultii’s ear. Receiver structures 4, 5 and 7 are those whose beam patterns will be shown and compared to that of the bat ear in the rest of the paper.

3. Measurement of Beam Pattern

Measurements were performed to recover the beam pattern of the printed receiver structures applying the reciprocity principle [22, 23], thus dealing with the receivers as emitters. Such a principle has been used in established methods to acoustically characterise sound receivers [24, 25]. A broadband acoustic signal was generated at the base of each template of Fig. 2 and directed through it: the modulated signal produced was recorded at locations covering a quarter of a spherical surface. Recorded signals at all locations were compared to a reference signal which was equivalent to the same broadband signal not being filtered by a receiver structure. This comparison consists of the ratio between the Fourier transform of each recorded signal and that of the reference signal.
Figure 2. Models of receiver structures designed to investigate the corresponding beam pattern. Structure 1 is the basic template. Receivers 2–4 have circular perimeter and 3 and 4 have a tragus. Receivers 5–8 have elliptical perimeter among which 6 and 8 have a tragus while 7 and 8 have a smaller size.

Figure 3. Left to right: 3D printed versions of receiver structures 4, 5 and 7, and bat ear.

3.1. Experimental Setup

The reciprocity principle [22] was applied to measure the beam pattern of each receiver. An electrostatic transducer (Ultra Sound Advice Loudspeaker) was used to produce a broadband signal covering frequencies [20, 32] kHz. A PVC cone was used to convey the sound to the receiver: this cone tapered evenly from a diameter of 60 mm (enough to cover the surface of the transducer) to 5 mm over a height of 100 mm. A 20 mm
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Figure 4. Experimental setting for measuring the beam patterns associated with receiver structures. LEFT - An acoustic signal is produced by the loudspeaker at the base of the cone directing the acoustic energy to the receiver structure. The signal from the receiver structure is recorded by the B&K microphone mounted on top of the robot arm. RIGHT - The KUKA robot allows to move the B&K microphone at positions along a spherical surface, centred at receiver location, at which the signal through the structure is recorded.

A long hollow tube with an inner diameter of 3 mm to fit the lower opening of the receiver structures was attached to the 5 mm diameter aperture of the cone. In this arrangement, the frontwave of the acoustic pressure travelling through the 3 mm diameter tube and the lower aperture of the receiver structure can be considered flat. The PVC cone and the 3 mm diameter tube between the transducer and the receiver structure are all shown in Fig. 4 A. Blu-tack was used to fix together transducer, cone, tube and receiver, as well as to prevent sound leakage out of the cone structure and to provide uniform coupling. The acoustic signal from the transducer and through the structure was recorded at positions on a quarter of sphere using a 1/8 inch B&K microphone (Brüel and Kjær, Type 4138) at a distance of 300 mm from the receiver, and therefore in the far-field. The microphone was mounted on the tip of a robot arm, the KUKA KR5 arc HW (Hollow Wrist) robot [26], as depicted in Fig. 4 A, while the robot arm and the arrangement for the experiment are shown in Fig. 4 B. The KUKA robot is a 6 axes robotic arm. A sensor can be mounted on the tip of the robot arm in order to be placed with high degree of accuracy within an area of positions that can be reached by the robot arm. The KUKA robot is programmable to investigate geometric shapes over which to move the sensor. To this extent, the KUKA robot was used to position a microphone at the desired locations at which the signal from the receiver had to be recorded. The KUKA robot guarantees that measurements are repeatable as further similar measurements can be performed at the same positions.

The KUKA made it possible to locate the origin of the 3D Cartesian coordinates of all points at which the sound from the structure was recorded. The origin was that of the quarter sphere in the image at the top of Fig. 5. At this origin the structure was
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placed as in the left picture of Fig. 4. Once the structure was placed at this location, the robot with the microphone was settled at positions with 0° as elevation and 0° and 180° as the azimuth in order to properly align the structure to the robot position so that the edges of the structure corresponded to the extreme azimuth values. While executing this procedure, a misalignment of 5° offset angle of the microphone at the top of the KUKA arm was evaluated: this did not affect the measurement through the B&K microphone for its beam pattern’s main lobe was always ensonified by the signal from the structure in the range of interest [20, 40] kHz.

The signal produced by the transducer was a linearly swept chirp with a Hanning window covering frequencies [20, 100] kHz and lasting 3 ms. The signal modulated by the receiver structure was recorded at a distance of 300 mm on points of a quarter of a sphere with origin in the receiver structure. The points on this sphere were drawn by the KUKA robot in a grid with 5° spacing in azimuth and elevation. The grid of points was defined by azimuth in [0°, 180°] and elevation in [5°, 90°], returning a set of 667 points where the signal from the transducer was recorded. The measurement experiment was performed using a LabVIEW program that was triggered by the robot moving to a new position and, once triggered, it recorded the signal. The positions where the signal was recorded along the 300 mm quarter of sphere are depicted in Fig. 5 (top). These positions’ coordinates were then converted into a square where X and Y axes refer to azimuth and elevation, respectively, see Fig. 5 (bottom).

3.2. Data Processing

The signal produced by the transducer consisted of 5 replications of a linear chirp with frequency content across [20, 100] kHz. An average over these 5 replications was calculated in the frequency domain to recover one acoustic signal for each position, that is for each orientation. The same chirp was calculated from 5 replications with the microphone right in front of the transducer and the cone structure, but without the receiver structure, at the same distance as the recordings with the structure: this is referred to as the reference. For clarity, the signals calculated from the average of those recordings associated with a receiver structure are measurements. Both the reference and the measurements were band-pass filtered from 20 to 100 kHz in order to remove low frequency acoustic noise due to the movements of the KUKA robot arm.

The modulus of the Fourier transform of the reference signal \( R(f) \) as well as all the measurements \( M_{i,j}(f) \) were calculated, where \( i \) and \( j \) are associated with the orientation the measurement is taken at,

\[
M_{i,j}(f) = M(\theta_i, \phi_j, f) .
\]

The directivity \( D \) of each receiver structure was computed as the ratio between each \( M_{i,j}(f) \) and \( R(f) \), for all frequencies. Due to how each measurement is defined, \( D \) is a function of frequency and orientation.
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Figure 5. TOP - Dots correspond to locations on spherical surface at which the signal from the receiver structure is recorded. BOTTOM - Azimuth and elevation grid corresponding to the same points: this grid is used to contour plot the beam patterns, and between these points where the beam pattern values are measured, 3D linear interpolation is performed.

\[ D(\theta_i, \phi_j, f) = \frac{M(\theta_i, \phi_j, f)}{R(f)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The beam pattern recovered in (2) takes into account the effects on the acoustic field induced by each of the receiver structures. The Fourier transform \( R(f) \) of the reference signal includes the contribution to the acoustic field from the cone and the tube on top of the transducer (no receiver structure). The beam pattern in (2) is the feature on which a comparison between templates of Fig. 2 and \textit{R. leschenaultii}'s ear is performed, and will therefore be shown in the result section for some templates and for the bat ear.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was between 31dB and 36dB over frequencies in \([20, 32]\) kHz before averaging over the chirp replications, while SNR after averaging was between 36dB and 40dB. These SNR values were measured at a distance of 30 cm from the emitter.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Height= 22mm, Width=Depth= 13mm</td>
<td>Circular perimeter, tragus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Height= 22mm, Width= 13mm, Depth= 7mm</td>
<td>Elliptical perimeter, no tragus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>Height= 20mm, Width= 10mm, Depth= 4.8mm</td>
<td>Elliptical perimeter, no tragus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Templates’ size and description. Tragus of template #4 is 2 mm wide and 8 mm high.

4. Results

The beam pattern of 3 receiver shapes from those in Fig. 2 are presented in this paper, as they were the most representative in revealing which parameters are the most significant in altering the beam pattern. These receivers are templates 4, 5 and 7. As reported in Table 1, the size of templates 4 and 5 is the same except for the depth, as template 5 has an elliptical perimeter; also template 7 has an elliptical perimeter though its overall size is slightly reduced with respect to the other two templates.

The results are presented as contour plots of the beam patterns for receivers in Table 1. As mentioned in Sect. 1-2, the frequency range where *R. leschenaultii* concentrates most of its echolocation signal energy is [20, 32] kHz [19], therefore the beam pattern contour plots shown in the following are associated with the same frequency range. In this frequency range, comparison between the beam pattern associated with the bat ear and those associated with the receiver shapes 4, 5 and 7 is drawn.

The rows of Fig. 6 show the beam pattern contour plots associated with templates 4, 5 and 7, and, in the last column, with the *R. leschenaultii* ear, for frequencies 20, 24, 28 and 32 kHz. Beam pattern contour plots are shown for azimuth angles [0°, 180°] and elevation angles [5°, 90°]. For each row, the color bar shows attenuation values in dB with respect to the maximum gain value (0dB) of the beam pattern. The beam pattern of *R. leschenaultii’s* ear presents a main lobe across frequencies with an azimuth extension of approximately [40°, 150°] and elevation extension [25°, 45°] roughly in the frequency range [20, 32] kHz. The main lobe position in the azimuth and elevation plane does not change over the considered frequency range.

Contour plots in the first column of Fig. 6 show most of the acoustic energy in template 4 is directed upward at elevations higher than 30°. Only at frequencies higher than 35 kHz, that is, out of the considered frequency range, does a significant lobe appear around 25°-30°. Hence, despite a size comparable to the bat ear, template 4 does not provide a directional beam pattern.

Template 5 (second column in Fig. 6) is associated with a beam pattern having a main lobe at low frequencies (20 and 24 kHz) which is steered upwards as frequency increases.

Template 7 (third column in Fig. 6) was modified from the original template 1 in Fig. 2 by introducing an elliptical perimeter rather than circular in order to match the general shape of the bat ear, and by reducing the size. The beam pattern for this
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receiver is characterised by a main lobe in the azimuth $[45^\circ, 150^\circ]$ and elevation $[20^\circ, 50^\circ]$ approximately, with the lobe narrowing down as frequency increases.

For the beam pattern of template 4, in first column of Fig. 6, a main lobe is not visible despite the attempt to reduce the upper opening using a tragus structure, see template 4 in Fig. 2: all the energy in the range $[20, 32]$ kHz is directed upward and there is no evidence of directional properties. Template 5 in Fig. 2 is associated with the beam pattern in the second column of Fig. 6: it has no tragus structure but an elliptical perimeter. The effect on the beam pattern is the presence of a main lobe from 20 kHz up to 28 kHz. Still, the acoustic beam is less directional than that associated with the bat ear as acoustic energy spreads on a wider area. The third column of Fig. 6 confirms the directional properties across the range $[20, 32]$ kHz as it has the closest beam pattern to $R. leschenaultii$’s ear, that is, template 7 of Fig. 2.

As the main feature occurring in the beam patterns shown in Fig. 6 is the presence of a main lobe across frequencies and its orientation, the comparison between receivers and their evaluation will consist of measuring the extension of the associated main lobe and the amplitude of its maximum peak across frequencies.

4.1. Evaluation

Beam patterns from receiver templates were evaluated in terms of the beam pattern extension over orientations at some frequency values, and the maximum value of the beam pattern at the same frequencies. The main feature of the beam pattern associated with the bat ear is the presence of a main lobe: therefore, the resemblance of the beam patterns recovered from the receivers 4, 5 and 7 is evaluated by measuring the extension of the beam pattern in the azimuth and elevation, as well as the changing of the beam pattern maximum values across frequencies.

Fig. 7 depicts the contour line delimiting the main lobes (along with other secondary peaks) in the beam patterns in order to visualise the extension of the main lobes in the azimuth and elevation ranges. These extensions were measured using a threshold value. The first column in Fig. 7 shows the contour lines of the beam pattern associated with template 5, the second with template 7 and the third one with the contour from the bat’s acoustic field. Template 4 was not considered as no main lobe appeared in its beam pattern across the frequency range of interest. At 20 kHz, template 5 has a main lobe within the azimuth angles $[30^\circ, 180^\circ]$ and elevation angles $[25^\circ, 45^\circ]$. This is quite different from the extension of template 7 whose main lobe at the same frequency extends to azimuth in $[10^\circ, 160^\circ]$ and elevation in $[25^\circ, 40^\circ]$, with the shape of the beam being narrower and like that of the bat’s beam pattern, whose extension is also in $[10^\circ, 160^\circ]$ for the azimuth and $[25^\circ, 40^\circ]$ for the elevation. At frequencies 24 kHz, 28 kHz and 32 kHz the main lobe of template 5 moves upwards and gets narrower showing different orientations of its peak value. On the other hand, the lobe of template 7 appears to be always between azimuth $[25^\circ, 150^\circ]$ and $[25^\circ, 45^\circ]$ elevation approximately, which is the same as that of the bat ear. At 28 kHz, both template 7
Figure 6. Beam pattern associated with templates 4, 5 and 7 and of R. leschenaultii’s ear at some frequencies in the range [20, 32] kHz where the bat uses most acoustic energy. Contour plots are ordered for frequency (rows) and template (columns). The bright areas are associated with the highest acoustic energy and, particularly for template 7 and bat ear, define a clear spot in the middle of the azimuth-elevation domain known as main lobe.
and the bat ear show a few secondary lobes, due to the fact that the maximum value of the main lobe is moderately smaller than at 20 kHz or 25 kHz.

Maximum values of the beam patterns are indicated with a dot in the contour plots of Fig. 7. For template 5 the orientation of the maximum gain is not stable as peaks are detected with different orientations. For template 7 the positions of the maximum gain are more stable for frequencies 28 kHz and 32 kHz as they are located in the same area as that of *R. leschenaultii*’s beam pattern, despite the different symmetries of these two receiver shapes: orientation (125°, 30°) at 28 kHz and (95°, 40°) at 32 kHz, while for the bat orientations are (135°, 30°) at 28 kHz and (100°, 35°) at 32 kHz. The different orientations of the maximum gain values for the beam patterns were quantitatively evaluated: Table 2 contains the distance values (in degrees) between orientations of the maximum gain in the beam patterns associated with the templates 5 and 7 and with the bat ear at frequencies 20 kHz, 24 kHz, 28 kHz and 32 kHz.

Fig. 8 shows the maximum values of the main lobe over frequencies for all templates: these values are close to those associated with the *R. leschenaultii*’s ear. Values are with no dimension as they are calculated as the ratio between Fourier transforms according to (2). In particular, the change of the maximum gain value has a similar behaviour across frequencies for templates 5 and 7. The main lobe peak values of templates 5 and 7 have local maxima at 20 kHz, 25 kHz, 29 kHz and 32 kHz, and local minima at 23 kHz, 26 kHz and 30 kHz, i.e. in the same frequencies which the bat ear has local
maxima and minima. The peak values are similar between templates 5 and 7 and the bat ear, though there is more discrepancy in the peak values at frequencies [23, 25] kHz. The difference between the peak values of templates 5 and 7 and the bat ear is also seen at 32 kHz. Finally, template 4 shows different local maxima and minima at different frequencies.

Using the values of the beam patterns’ maximum gain, another difference between the templates 5 and 7 from the bat ear is quantified. The maximum values of the beam patterns associated with templates 5 and 7 are expressed as percentage of the maximum value of the bat ear’s beam pattern, at some frequencies. In particular, it is measured that the maximum for Template 5 is 8% of the bat ear’s directivity maximum at 20 kHz and 60% at 24 kHz, while beam pattern’s maximum associated with Template 7 differs between 10% and 30% of bat ear’s directivity maximum at frequencies 20 kHz and 27 kHz.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Template #5 VS Bat ear</th>
<th>Template #7 VS Bat ear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>28°</td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 kHz</td>
<td>57°</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 kHz</td>
<td>18°</td>
<td>10°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 kHz</td>
<td>76°</td>
<td>7°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

In Sect. 4 the effects of modifications to the template in Fig. 1 B on the associated beam patterns were shown. Since the *R. leschenaultii* ear has a beam pattern dominated by a main lobe, the final receiver structure inspired by it should also be characterised by a beam pattern with a main lobe having an extension in the azimuth and elevation similar to that of the bat. Hence, provided that a similar beam pattern had been recovered, the associated receiver shape would answer the question addressed at the beginning of this paper: what receiver features have the most dominant effect on the beam pattern, and therefore what features in the bat ear are the most important in providing the bat with such a directional acoustic field.

Template 7 of Fig. 6 is associated with a beam pattern having a main lobe in the same region (in the azimuth and elevation plane) and for the same frequency range as the *R. leschenaultii* bat ear. To design this receiver shape, the main modifications to template 1 of Fig. 2 were a reduction of the size and the introduction of an elliptical perimeter.

On the other hand, adding a tragus to template 1, as was done for template 4, does not produce the same effect on the associated beam pattern in Fig. 6. A feature that
Figure 8. Maximum value of main lobe over frequencies in the range [20, 32] kHz. First row shows values for template #4, second row for template #5, third row for template #7 and last row for bat’s ear.

looks like a main lobe does appear at 28 kHz and at higher frequencies, and it is flattened at about 25° elevation while it widens over all the azimuthal range. Introduction of a tragus was suggested by the fact that it would have reduced the upper opening of the template, thus extending the main lobe in the elevation.

The extension over the azimuth plane of the main lobe is associated with binaural hearing in the process of determining azimuthal location of a target. On the other hand, binaural hearing does not produce the same effect in achieving localization in the elevation, thus causing the main lobe to be narrower in the elevation plane in order to compensate for the lack of binaural hearing in this case and to improve the accuracy in localization in elevation.

Widening of the beam pattern across elevation angles is hence accomplished by changing the perimeter of template 1: the elliptical shape makes it possible to reduce the opening along the one dimension associated with the dynamics of the beam pattern in elevation, and leaves unaltered the opening along the other dimension having an effect on the beam pattern along the azimuth. This is evident in the beam pattern of template 7 (see Fig. 6), where the elliptical perimeter promotes directionality with a main lobe that is narrower than that associated with template 5.

In conclusion, the contour plots of Fig. 6 indicate that reducing the size of template 5, and thus leading to template 7, smooths the main lobe and makes it stable over frequencies around a central maximum.
Results shown in Sect. 4 make it possible to analyse the effect on the beam pattern of each single modification to receiver 1. In particular, Sect. 4 focusses on the modifications which had the biggest effect on the beam pattern among all the receivers in Fig. 2, namely the elliptical perimeter and the reduction of the size of template 1.

The beam patterns associated with templates 5 and 7 in Fig. 6 show the presence of small secondary lobes at frequencies 20 kHz, 24 kHz and 28 kHz. These sidelobes are located at the edges of the beam pattern domain and not around the main lobe and are probably induced by the interference of the acoustic wave with the edge of the receiver structure.

Finally, the beam pattern maximum gain values across frequencies of templates 5 and 7 in Fig. 8 closely match those of the bat ear.

6. Conclusions

Both the design of bat-inspired receiver shapes and the printing and measurement of their beam pattern are described in this paper. Modifications of the structure of a basic template led to a structure having an elliptical perimeter and no tragus. This receiver structure is associated with a beam pattern having a main lobe in the same azimuth and elevation range as the beam pattern of *R. leschenaultii* as well as similar attenuation values and their dynamics across frequencies.

The procedure described in this paper has two purposes. The first is taking inspiration from the acoustics of bats’ external receivers in order to implement receiver shapes that have a regular structure which can be geometrically defined and controlled. Such receiver templates represent an important tool in the design of sonar systems which make use of their beam patterns for target localization. The second is proposing a novel technique to quantitatively analyse and understand the role of each part constituting the external ear of a bat specie in order to explore their acoustic function. Such a technique is based on the comparison between the measured beam pattern of a bat receiver and the newly designed receiver templates.

The use of the KUKA robot in measuring the beam pattern of receiver structures and bat external ears is novel. The experiments described in this paper are a new technique guaranteeing short execution time and reproducibility. These characteristics make it possible to compare the real acoustic beam profile of receiver shapes in a quick and reliable way.

Parameters such as the perimeter and tragus have been defined in order to modify a basic receiver structure, thus providing control on the effect that each of these parameters has on the beam pattern. This approach can be extended to bat species other than *R. leschenaultii* to recover templates with acoustical properties similar to those species. Once the 3D model of a bat ear is recovered (e. g. from micro CT scanning) its structure is approximated with geometrically regular shapes which make it possible to define quantitative parameters and modify them. The effect of these parameters changes on the beam pattern associated with the receiver structure can
then be simulated and measured.

The usage of SolidWorks models in this paper makes it possible to perform Finite Element simulations of their associated beam pattern, as these models can be imported into a FE software package in order to predict the associated acoustic field. Further work will evaluate if these predictions will match the measured beam patterns; if so, modifications of the receiver template will be performed on the computational models to investigate what effects they have on the associated beam patterns. Such a procedure will prevent the printing of 3D receiver shapes which do not provide the desired beam pattern and allow us to only print those ensuring the acoustical features we look for.

The parameters considered in this paper which affect the beam pattern of the receivers are the tragus, the external perimeter of the receiver and its size. Other features contribute to the final acoustic field and have not been taken into account, i.e. ridges and the outward and inward curve of the receiver edges. These and other parameters will have an effect on the overall beam pattern of the receiver (ridges for instance create spectral notches at high frequencies which play an important role in sound localization). This paper aims to prove the importance of the basic parameters involved in forming the beam pattern of artificially designed receivers inspired by bat ears: the receiver templates shown in Fig. 2 are therefore a first attempt at reducing the complicated shapes of bat ears into a more controllable structure. Further research will take into account other morphological features leading to more complex receiver structures than those in Fig. 2.

The production of a receiver structure like template 7 can benefit sonar systems which take inspiration from bat echolocation, some of which were mentioned in Sect. 1. In [27] receivers with a directional beam pattern are accurate tools to discriminate between the directions the echoes may come from. The emitter produces a broadband signal whose echoes from targets are reflected back to 2 receivers. While distance is recovered from a measurement of time of flight, orientation of the target is estimated from comparison between the receivers' beam pattern and the attenuation at different frequencies of the received signals. Distance and orientation of the target with respect to the sonar system allow us to estimate the location of the target. Inspiration from bat acoustics is therefore the most useful suggestion in this case on what is the best receiver to perform target localization, and indeed further research was performed to this purpose [28].

As this paper also aims to support the future development of a sonar system inspired by bat echolocation, the acoustic feature that was found dominant in the beam pattern associated with the *R. leschenaultii*’s ear was a main lobe. Indeed, the main lobe in a localization technique makes it possible to discriminate between the directions the echoes come from as it shows a monotonous drop of the amplitude of the acoustic field over orientations and across frequencies. Hence, the main lobe represents the feature to be reproduced in the beam pattern associated with the artificial receivers, and the frequency range to be investigated is that related to echolocation [20, 32] kHz while no lower nor higher frequencies were considered. Furthermore, acoustic features such as
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spectral notches were not taken into account but can be addressed in follow-on work.
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